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Introduction
There are many reasons for cartographers to admire the 
work of the Military Topographic Directorate (Voyenno 
Topograficheskoye Upravleniye or VTU) of the General 
Staff of the Soviet Army, and of their civil counterpart, 
the Central Administration for Geodesy and Cartography 
(Glavnoe Upravlenie Geodezii i Kartografii or GUGK) 
of the USSR Council of Ministers. During the Cold War, 
these organizations produced over a million different maps 
covering every part of the globe at one or more scales (see 
Davies and Kent, 2017). 

These included: 

• Military topographic maps of the world at seven scales: 
1:1,000,000, 1:500,000, 1:200,000, 1:100,000, 1:50,000, 

1:25,000 and 1:10,000 (although not everywhere was 
mapped at all scales); 

• Military plans of thousands of towns, cities and 
conurbations worldwide, at various scales (1:5,000, 
1:10,000, 1:15,000, 1:20,000 and 1:25,000), most of 
which also include a street index, a list of important 
buildings, and a 2000-word ‘spravka’ (description) 
of the local topography, climate and economy. It is 
difficult to provide an estimate of the full extent of this 
series, but it is possible to plot the locations of those 
plans which have so far come to light (Figure 1);

• Other maps, such as aeronautical charts and large-scale 
specialized sheets; and

• For the territory of the USSR, alternative versions of the 
standard military topographic maps and the city plans 
for use by civil administrative authorities.

Figure 1 Towns and cities for which Soviet military plans are known to exist (map by Martin Davis)
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This paper provides a brief illustrated overview of the Soviet military mapping programme, which was 
probably the most comprehensive (and significant) cartographic project of the twentieth century. It lists 
the different types and scales of maps that were produced and highlights their key aspects through a 
comparison with national mapping (e.g. Ordnance Survey) and other examples. 
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The purpose of this vast project was, in effect, to create 
a massive global database – a repository of geographical 
features – with the ambition to symbolize the natural 
terrain, vegetation, cultivation, and infrastructure of the 
landscape in as much detail as possible. To achieve this, 
a comprehensive specification of cartographic symbols, 
colours and conventions was devised and refined over 
time, such that this unprecedently huge resource could 
be depicted visually on standardized map sheets and 
readily understood by a range of users. The 1977 book 
of conventional signs, for example, has 219 pages of 
illustrations of symbols for depicting almost every type of 
natural or man-made feature to be found anywhere in the 
world (Figure 2). 

The cartographic style of the Soviet maps, particularly 
the city plans, gradually evolved over the second half of 
the twentieth century. This is reflected most clearly in their 
use of colour, which increased in number to ten colours 
by the 1970s and allowed a more sophisticated depiction 
of different classes of building according to their function 
(i.e. military/communications in green, administrative/
governmental in purple, industrial in black, and others in 
brown). The symbology also became more comprehensive 
as the project grew to cover the globe in greater detail, with 

more symbols being devised to show a range of features 
across the Earth’s surface. 

Interpreting the Details of Soviet  
Cartographic Design
Aside from the collection and compilation of huge amounts 
of geographical data, today’s cartographers should admire 
the art and skill of the thousands of individual Soviet map-
makers who incorporated and portrayed such a wealth of 
information on paper maps (thus simultaneously and on 
limited space), whilst retaining such high levels of clarity 
and legibility. 

A vivid example is seen in Figure 3, which is an 
extract from the Soviet 1:25,000 map of London that was 
produced in 1985. This portrays the following details in 
an uncluttered and intelligible way (it is worth noting that 
none of these is included on the Ordnance Survey sheet of 
the same scale and year):

• The name of the river (‘TЕМЗА’) is in upper-case 
letters, indicating that it is navigable, with one arrow 
(with flights) showing that the river is tidal from the 
east, another arrow showing that the river flows from 
the west, and with ticks along the river embankments to 
indicate that they are vertical and suitable for mooring; 

• The railway bridge over the river has a cross-hatched 
symbol indicating its metal construction;

• Tube stations are identified by the letter M in circle 
(metro) and labelled;

• Most streets are named and indexed alphabetically in an 
accompanying book;

• The road tunnel from Waterloo Bridge under Aldwych 
(the Kingsway underpass) is shown; 

• Important buildings are colour-coded and listed in the 
index. These include:
– black (industrial): 28 Charing Cross station
– green (military/communications): 246 Ministry of 

Defence, 256 BBC, 351 HQ General Staff
– purple (administrative/governmental): 6 state 

archives, 240 treasuries, 248 courts of justice, 263 
listed as ‘Home of Queen & Prime Minister’ (which 
is actually Her Majesty’s Theatre!), 283 GLC, 335 
London University;

• Other blocks or individual buildings are shown in 
brown;

• Nelson’s column, which is indicated by a symbol 
denoting ‘prominent monument or memorial’ (but not 
named); and 

• The main type of vegetation in the various parks and 
gardens is defined.

By contrast, the contemporary Ordnance Survey map 
shows generalized, grey-shaded blocks. It is without street 
names or tube stations; it omits the Kingsway underpass 
and Nelson’s column, and has few buildings identified. It 
does, however, show borough boundaries and ward names 
– administrative details that the Soviet map-makers did not 
include on their map.

Figure 2 A page from the 1977 edition of the book of 
conventional signs, which includes symbols for the 
depiction of various types of orchards, citrus groves, 
vineyards, plantations and berry fields (GUGK, 1977).
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Apart from the acquisition of land cover data 
from satellite imagery, London was a city for which 
geographical intelligence would have been relatively 
hard to come by, other than from published sources such 
as OS and commercial maps and street atlases, and trade 
directories. When mapping cities where the Soviet military 
had unrestricted access, the wealth of data conveyed by 
the range of symbols, annotations and convention is truly 
astonishing. For example, the small extract of the 1:10,000 
plan of Vilnius in Lithuania, dated 1991 (Figure 4) depicts 
the following details, from east to west:

• The bridge is constructed from reinforced concrete, 
with 10m clearance above water. It is 105m long by 
22m wide and has a carrying capacity of 30 tonnes;

• The river embankment is 5m high;
• The river embankment increases to 7m high; 
• The river flows to the west with a speed of 0.8 metres 

per second; 
• The navigable rivers are labelled using upper-case letters 

(there are two river names, as this is the confluence of 
the Neris and the Vilnia); 

• The next bridge is constructed from concrete and is 
33m long by 12m wide, with a carrying capacity of 50 
tonnes;

• The elevation of the river surface is 87.0m; 
• The river has a depth of 1.71m, with a sandy bed (п) and 

a width of 88m;
• The river embankment is now 6m high;

• The next concrete bridge is 175m long by 14m wide and 
has a carrying capacity of 30 tonnes; and 

• The underpass is 5m high and 6m wide. 

On the hill to the south of the river, the forest comprises 
mixed conifer and deciduous trees, which are labelled as 
сосна (pine) and осина (aspen), with an average height 
of 14m, girth 0.16m and spacing 3m. The tributary river 
nearby flows at 0.5m/s.

Another example can be seen in Figure 5, which 
shows a short stretch of the Vltava river in Prague on the 
1:10,000 plan of the city, which was produced in 1980. 
Here, the annotations depict the following:

• The speed and direction of the river; 
• The construction and dimensions of the bridges (‘K’ 

means stone and ‘ЖБ’ reinforced concrete);
• The characteristics of the navigation channels (i.e. the 

number of chambers, dimensions, and depth);
• The reinforced embankments to the channels; and 
• The construction material and dimensions of the dam 

walls.

Even in rural areas of relatively low economic interest 
and where little or no infrastructure exists, the level of 
annotation reaches almost obsessive levels. Figure 6 
shows an extract of a 1:10,000 topographic map of part of 
rural Latvia from 1988. Here, the annotations include the 
following:

Figure 3 Extract from the Soviet map of London (Soviet General Staff, 1985) (reproduced from a private collection).
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• ‘8(14)A’ indicates the road carriageway width (8m), its 
overall clearance (14m) and surface material (‘A’ means 
asphalt);

• ‘Зем.306-16’ tells us that this dam is made of earth, 
with a length of 306m and a width of 16m at the top;

• ‘51.4 /47.9’ is the elevation of the upper and the lower 
water levels, in metres;

• The width and depth of the drainage channels are also 
annotated;

• Regarding the terrain, the contour lines are at 1m 
intervals, with additional dashed lines at intermediate 
levels and ticks to indicate the lower side of the closed 
contours;

• Symbols and annotations indicate the height and other 
characteristics of roadside embankments, bridges, 
irrigation ditch, artesian well, pond, watermill, 
transformers, storage tanks and factory chimney;

• The swamp or reed beds are depicted in the lower lake; 
and

• The sparse or undersized trees are depicted on hillside.

Conclusion
The cost and effort expended in collecting and interpreting 
such a wealth of detailed information, over territory as vast 
as the Soviet Union and beyond, can only be imagined. 
Interest in and access to Soviet maps is growing (see 
Davis and Kent, 2017) and this unparalleled geospatial 
resource has already found several new applications, from 
archaeology to environmental science. Yet, it is perhaps 
more significant that, following the independence of 
Latvia (a former Soviet Republic), the new state mapping 
organization continued to use the inherited Soviet 
symbology in their journey towards establishing a new 
design for the topographic maps of the country. Although 

Figure 4 Extract from the Soviet 1:10,000 plan of Vilnius (Soviet General Staff, 1985) (reproduced from a  
private collection).

Figure 5 Extract from the Soviet 1:10,000 plan of 
Prague (Soviet General Staff, 1980) (reproduced from 
a private collection).
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many secrets of this colossal mapping initiative are yet to 
come to light, its legacy is becoming much more apparent.
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Figure 6 Extract from the Soviet 1:10,000 topographic map sheet O-35-087-4-1-1 (Soviet General Staff, 1988) 
(reproduced from a private collection).
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